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INT.-iODUGTIOII.
Eugene O'lleill came into the ,'^erioan drama at
a propitious moment. Had he begun to write a decade
earlier, the history of his development might hare
"been quite a different story. iJor at the "beginning
of the twentieth century, producers were still look-
ing abroad for their material and the control of the
theatre was in the hands of those who were chiefly
concerned with its commercial aspects. This condi-
tion hurt the native dramatist. Formerly he had
been compelled to write a play to suit a particular
actor or actress. Tlow he was obliged to cater to a
supposed public taste which was largely imaginary.
The great vogue of dramatized novels was another
source of discouragement to the playwright, dis-
cussion of these conditions led to good results. It
was felt that the stage needed intelligent public
sunrort and Lt as further felt that the American
theatre should encourage the American playwright.
Play-writing classes were inaugurated in the differ-
ent universities of the United states. The first
class etarted at Harvard University in 1906 with
George Pierce Baker as instructor. Ae a result of
this movement, we find that college men and women

have produced some of the test drama of the twentieth
century.
A few years after the opening of the century a
new dramatic generation arose in America. The sali-
ient oharaet eristic of the new drama was the empha-
sis laid on the individual right to self-expression.
i>rama has always been concerned nith the struggle of
the individual with some opposing force. In the an-
cient Greek Drama in the plays of Aeschylus, the op-
posing force was Fate or the divine law. in the lat-
er drama the opposing force was political tyranny,
and then jame thu struggle "between capital and labor.
The plays of I si en and -trindberg revealed a new kind
of struggle. The individual was not concerned with
his political rights nor with his economic status but
with the salvation of his personality from the com-
plexities of the social organization.
In America the dramatic revolt tool: a different
turn from that of urope. Here the drama concerned
itself , not /ith the cankers of life but with the
growth of spiritual life through the evolution of
character. It wat felt that the preservation of
character v/as more imrortint than the preservation
of personality. But the co.j.jcro ial theatre gave

the dramatist no encouragement to combine literary
merit with theatrical effectivenese . Theatrical ef-
fectiveness alone counted, and even here experiment
in scenic decoration and rroduetion generally was
tabooed.
rib forces were at work to bring about a change.
In 1913 ''Little Theatre ' groups were started to put
on plays of the better type, oome of these preferred
foreign plays but one troupe announced that plays by
American dramatists were desired. Among the most im-
portant of these groups was the one icnown as the pro-
vincetown Players. It rprang from a colony of ar-
tists in Irovincetown, Massachusetts, in the summer
of 1315. It was this small band of enthusiasts that
first gave ugene O'lleill a hearing.
-ugene O'Keill has ever walked alone. He has
been called 'The Jan -.yith the UaaJt". His manner is
aloof and reserved; his expression in repose, calm
and severe. Hie fine, tali, athletic body bears no
trace of the dissipations of his youth. But to un-
derstand his works we mast know about those years.
Though born to wealth, ugene O'lleill for three years
lived the life of a vagabond and an outcast. It was
a period /hen he was groping blindly, for he had not
r:
yet found himself. Ke drank heavily, ran away to tea,
and drifted from one experience to another without a
moment's reflection. la Buenos Aires and I7ew York
Gity he lived along the- sater front, frequenting low
dives and having for hie companions stokers, steve-
dores, and sailors. He "bunked with outcasts, for he
was an outcast himself. But Sugene 0*Heill never "be-
came a human wreck; he pulled up in time. A crisis
in his life brought him face to face with the man he
was and the man he wished to he. He wanted to he a
writer and that desire has been fulfilled. Today he
is America's- leading dramatist.
3 TASTE: PURPOSE .
It ie my purpose to trace the development of
Eugene 0*1*111 from his early beginnings in jrude,
one-act melodrama through his naturalistic and sym-
bolical plays in the full length form to his latest
achievements: in introspective and religious- drama. Lly
methods wi'.i be analytical. I shall give:
A Sketch of Eugene o'Heill'e Life.
His Equipment ae a dramatist.
Three Peri ode of development.
.ieeume and ^alient Characteristics of each Play.
r
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Fr©a these lata. I S&all trase his growth in depth
and inventiveness and prove that he has a right to the
title of America's leadi'og dramatist.
I
CJHAFTEH I
A Sketch of_ £j£gen£ G'ffeill's "ife .
It was fitting that Amieriea's greatest playwright
should he horn in the heart of £ew York's theatrical
district. O'Neill first saw the light of day on Octo-
ber 16, 1338, at the Old Barrett House (then a family
hotel), now Hotel Oadillac, on Broadway. His father
was James O'lleill the handsome matinee idol Of *::onte
Cristo" fame. The elder O'Neill might have been a
great Shakespearean actor, hut the enormous financial
success of 'Monte Jristo" ruined his career as an ar-
tist. The dramatist's mother, Ella "cuinlan C'leill,
was a quiet, convent-bred girl with a great passion
for music and a thorough dislike for the atmosphere
of the stage.
The first seven years of his life O'Eeill
spent with his parents on their tours through all the
large cities of the United states. The next six years
he attended Catholic Boarding schools. ?or an imagi-
native boy of seven, the best boarding eohool in the
i.
i
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world ir a poor sal -stir ute for a real hone. To wonder
the child had hysterical fits of loneliness. As a shy,
sensitive hey of thirteen, O'Neill was place?, in Betts
Academy where he Fpent tihe next four years in rrepa-
n ti-on f©]p oollege* Ke entered Princeton University
in the fall of 1906. fie lasted there until June, when
he was suspended for a year for some infraction of the
college rules. 4 year U a long time for youth to
v/ait and college no longer interested him.
"he next five years 0* Belli spent in various
activities. He was successively a secretary of a
Rail-order house, a prospector for gold in Spanish
Honduras, and finally an assistant manager in the com-
pany of his father, who was acting with Viola \llen
in 'The White lister'. In hie youth O'Eeill had al-
ways loved the sea. He was gripped by the stories of
Conrad , " ondon, and Tier.-sen Melville. This explains his
next step. He signed as a co-xion seaman on a Ilorwe-
gian barJ bcaA4 from *T er; York to Buenos Aires. He was
sixty-five days at tea. At Buenos Aires he worked as
little as roeeible. But he had to live. Therefore
he • or/.ed for the linger ev/ing Machine Comnany, the
.VeBtinghouee .lcotric Company, and the owift Backing
Company. Again hv. went to sea. This time he tended
t
« 8 *
males on a chip bound for South ifrioa. Ire cause he had
no money he returned to Buenos Aires on the same ship.
rJhen followed a period of destitution when he was truly
a beach- comber. Finally he signed as able seaman on a
British tramp steamer bound for Sew York. Back in his
native city he hon^ around the water front and frequent-
ed thu haunts of the seafaring men as he had done at
Buenos Aires. Again he hearS the call of the- sea and
shipped on the "liew York'' for Southampton and returned
on the "Philadelphia". After a wild party on his re-
turn to ftew York, he found himself on a throug-h train
for Hew Orleans, where his father was playing 'I'onte
Jristo". G'Seill .joined the troupe and was given a
minor part. The company was playing the Crpheum Cir-
cuit in the cities of the far /est. At the end of
the season O'Heill ~;ent to lev London, 3onnectiout , to
the summer home of his family. Here he had spent many
a pleasant summer in his youth. He next became a re-
porter on the '2A,. .'..CHLCi: V -A~G AAFE" . r.:he proprietor
a*, wat j rederick .'atimer who saw in the young 0*1*1X1 a
mind at work. He encouraged him to write and praised
the boy highly to his father. This was gratifying to
the eldtr G'heill. because he was worrying about the
future of his eon. Eugene was a social rebel and had
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beem a problem to hit father.
In December, 1921, incinient tuberculosis set in
and O'Eeill spent the next five months at Gaylord Jarm,
a sanatorium in Connecticut. That his health broke down
is not surprising; for a period of sixteen years he had
led a very irregular life. This sickness was the crisis
that made him pull up. fortunately it was not too late.
Concerning his stay at Gaylord, O'Neill wrote:
9 It was at Gaylord that my mind
got the chance to establish itself, to di-
gest and evaluate the impressions of many
past years in which one experience had
crowded another with never a second's re-
flection. At Gaylord I really thought
about my life for the first time, about
past and future. Undoubtedly the inactiv-
ity forced upon me by the life at a san
forced me to mental activity, especially
as I had always been high-strung and nc -
vous t emmermentally . (1)
After five months at the sanatorium he was dis-
charged as an arrested case. He returned home to Tew
London and remained there until his father's season
opened. Then he went to live 1th the Kiprins family
on Long Island oound. Here he spent a year in recup-
eration and study. He y/as regular in his reading,
writing, and exercise. LuTLnf niE Etay at the :iprine
O'Eeill wrote several one-act pla s . Then in 1914-1915
he went to Cambridge to attend Professor Baker's play-
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writing clasc. .7hat he got out of the go arc e was not so
much technical training as the wise encouragement of a
revered teacher and the stimulation of a group of men all
working toward the same end. He left Harvard convinced
of his desire and capacity to make play-writing hie life
work. The winter of 1915-1916 O'Eeill spent in Greenwich
Village. He mingled with anarchists and made a study of
the negro and Italian inhabitants of that quarter. In
the s laTimer of 1916 he went to Provincetown, Massachusetts
,
and "became associated with the Provincetown Players.
About four years later, with the assistance of :.:eneken
and Nathan, O'Neill progressed to the strictly -profession-
al stage hut he continued to act in an advisory capacity
to the Provincetown I layers. Since 1925 the dramatist
has been associated with ^enneth HcGowan and Robert :;d-
.uond Jones in the management of the Greenwich Village
Theatre.
O'Neill has been twice married. His early mar-
riage in 1309, which took place juet before he started
for Honduras, ended in a divorce in 1912. There was one
son born to this marriage. He is now a freshman at Yale
University. In 1918 O'lOill married Agnss Boulton.
There are two children, a boy of eight and a girl of
two, /or a period of ten years the C'TJeille lived eim-
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o
ply in the seclusion oi an old life-saving station on
the Oape Cod donee and in their summer home in Connecti-
cut. _;ecent years have "brought prosperity. 4 home was
acquired in Bermuda. In April, 1928, C'TTeill started
alone for the Orient. Ee returned home "by way of u-
rope . dhile in franco he disclosed to a friend Is a
letter that he would marry the actress, Carlotta Monte-
rey, as soon as ilrs. O'Neill secures a divorce.
Q*Heill has three times received the Pulitzer
Prise and once the medal for artistic achievement by
the Academy of Arts and Sciences. In 1926 Yale Univer-
sity conferred on him the degree of I/octor of literature
as a "creative contributor of new and moving forms to
one of the oldest of the arts, as the first American
playwright to receive "both wide and serious recognition
upon the stage- of ..urope." Concerning this event Barrett
Clar*: says:
"Ae he stood "before the august assem-
blage of profe3Lor8, trustees, scholars,
and mandarins at Bew Haven, he must have
smiled to himself ac he recalled the day
v/hen, sixteen year:: before, he had been
fired from Princeton for 'general hell
^ raising 1 ." (2)
(
Sis l-jiJtti^Hnt as. ^ Dramatist.
flhen O'&eill left Harvard definitely determined
on his life work, what equipment did he possess as a
dramatist? He was debtor to his heredit" and to his
i
environment , for a riah end owment . Generations of
Geltio "blood flowed in his veins and he possessed the
poetic imagination oharaeteristic of that race. From
his actor-father he inherited emotional sensitiveness,
from his religious and musical mother came his mysti-
cism and his keen ear for rhythm and sound.
.
uring
his summer vacations srent at home he constantly hoard
talk concerning actors and the theatre. Unconsciously
ho assorted muoh about the drama. Jhile on the Orpheum
Circuit in his father's Compaq? , he became thoroughly
familiar with the mechanics of the theatre. He knew
evury stage trial: of the old type of drama and grew to
hate many of them. C'Hcill had seen many artists act,
for, as the eon of James o'Ceill of "Monte Cristo",
he oo aid get free tickets at any box office. His
study of the drama had been extensive. He went into
(
• •is -
the Gre^:. .urama and that of the .lizabethan period
.
lie studied the dra;aa of revolt in Sarope represented
by the plays of Isben and otrindberg. knd. because
the plays of Ifed&kind were not available to him in
translation, he studied German.
/rom all this reading ana study, O'lleill saw
clearly that the drama is not a static thing bat is al-
ways in a state of transition. He understood thorough-
ly that in Aeschylus Fate was a capricious, external
power; that in Sophocles Fate was the inevitable out*
come of character and unavoidable conditions of life;
and that in Euripides the tragic situation concerned
man's inner soul. He learned that the rebel ._urirides,
the man who so shoc^ea his own time, '.vas i:no;n to pos-
terity as ^uripides the Human. In addition to all this,
r
' eill had behind him a fund of human experience.
'./hen O'Heill ran away from home what
he found was a knowledge of Pain and a vi-
sion of the magnitude of the world, ihe days
and nights on t&e open eea, among the beach-
combers, in the taverns of Buenos &yres and
Lev Yora. and ond on , the • 'e.?,ry repsd of ri-
baldry of co:e:on men had so brought home pain
to him that its odor had become no longer a
sensation but a suffusion. ,nd pain is the
little brother of beauty. I.o man who has not
had sensitive nerves beaten down by weights
of fatuouE, only half deceived vulgarity, oould
have the keen almoet tragic sense of beauty
that C'llcill hoe, could rrcsent the impress Lon
of sririt, stunted and gnarled but aspiring, as

he does. Luring the eight years of world
wandering he had literally gone to school
to the world. r^orld wandering mean? not
alone meeting with strange and hard char-
acters. It means meeting up v/ith yourself.
It means loneliness, the oprortunity to
test one's soul. 0* Heill had gone through
all that, and then as if to count erbalacce
the. more lustly reaches of his experience
he had spent six months hand in hand with
sickness and face to face v?ith death, ".ore
than any other American playwright, Cf lie ill
has been absorbed into the reality of life,
not in the form of problems but in the form
of moral and personal stresses. To him the
sea always too^ first place. Behind the
sea loomed up other realities no less ma-
jestic, no less inspiring.' (3)
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3B&?f£3 ill.
Three I-eriods of x. eve 1orient
.
Any attempt to divide C* Weill's life as an artist
into distinct periods of development cannot be wholly
satisfactory. (There can be no sharp line of demarca-
tion: for one reriod merge? into and overlaps another.
: 5vertheless we discern three periods into which his
life may he divided for the purpose of study. The
first reriod extends from 1913 to 1919. The latter
date Eflrkfi the publication of the ,s -joon ,T volume of
7?hich the famous Sea Flays form a part. After this
date 0* Belli wrote no more one-act plays. The second
period extends from 1919 to 1927. During this time
the dra.mat.lBt '/rote realistic, naturalistic, and sym-
bolical drama. From 1927 to the present time C'TJeill
has "been busy ritb intrespective • • nd religious plays.
'rxtics hav- '_lven up trying to classify this
art let. People who do not like hie playe have oalled
him "a sordid realirt, a grim naturalist, and a lying,
moral romanticist." It is almost as difficult to mireon
hole his playe as to place the dramatist himeelf. ?or
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a romantic drama may have symbolical and religious ele-
ments; and a play wholly symbolical in idea may have a
naturalistic treatment, ;/e mast "bear these facts in
mind in the following discussion and remember that
dates and labels cannot be unduly stressed
.First Period of Levelopment .
(1913-1919)
During this period O'Seill progresses from crude,
one-act melodrama to the nobler type of one-act play:
"The Thirst Volume" ( Llelodrama
}
Resume of the Plays.
Summary.
"The Lloon of the Jaribbees and Six
Other Hays" (Realism)
;esume of the Plays.
Summary.
The Thirst aeries : Luring a period of six years
O'Heill experimented :;ith and brought to perfection
the one-act form. He early began the practice of de-
stroying wori: that did not satisfy him. Of the thir-
teen piays (including two long ones) written before
going to Harvard only six survive. O'Ueill's father
paid for the publication of these in 1314. The vol-
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use wae entitled, 'Thirst and Other Cne-Act Plays". Be-
sides the title play the volume included "The ,»eb'r
,
"Recklessness", .Yarnings"
,
"Fog", and 'Bound East for
Cardiff 0*Belli has repudiated all except the last
one. These plays are melodrama; they have not the ar-
tistic qualities which distinguish his later work. But
of the characteristic slant of his mind there are evi-
dences in their misanthropy, their "biting resentment
against the cheats and shams of civilization, and their
dependence on the Bea as a background of human tragedy.
"Thirst" is the best of the series. It is a tragedy
enacted on a life-raft in mid ocean. There are three
characters; a ./est Indian mulatto sailor, a dancer, and
a gentleman. They are dying of thirst. In her despera-
tion the dancer offers herself to the negro in return
for a sv/allow of water. He denies that he has any.
Then she dies. The negro glances at her body, whets
his ioaife, and says, ".;e shall eat. ,/e shall driiL:'.
Lut the gentleman pushes the body into the sea. The
negro enraged stabs the man and in the struggle that
follows they both fall off into the sea. This play
ie written in an exaggerated and rhetoric 1 style but
(4)
thore is an air of sincerity about it. Tho dr ic-
tion of the raving, wrecked trio afloat on a bound-
V"
C
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less ocean with a raft for their world is accomplished
with true, psychological power, vivid scenic sense,
and a flair for t he abnormal passages in the lives of
(5)
men and women.
.
In the strain of madness with "hich
the play ends and in the character of the negro we hav
(6}
the first sign of characteristic G'leill features.
"The ftfe* is melodrama at its worst. It is the
story of a consumptive prostitute and her protector.
(The woman has a baby who annoys c-teve , and when he
kaoeJca the woman down another man comes to her rescue,
^he is told by the bully that S£ she leaves or ''holds
out ' on him he will send her to 3ail and deprive her
of her child, ohe is caught in the web. The newcomer
giv^s her money with which to run away. But r teve
,
who has been hiding, reenters and iiills the other man
and 'plants ' the revolver in order to implicate the
woman when the police arrive. They come a moment lat-
er md the woman in a fit of coughing is ta^en away
whil<. the baby cries for its mama.
" ieOi.lessness " also ir mre melodrama. The try-
ing maid, the lying mistress, the treacherous chauf-
feur, the purloined letter, proving the wife's guilt,
the husband's cruelty, all there elements make up a
(7)
ewift, moving drama of revenge.
<
"Warnings is the story of a wireless operator
who becomes deaf. He does not give up hie job "because
of the needs of his family. As the ship siniis, he can
get no answer to his signals for help because of his
(Q)
affliction. In desperation he shoots himself.
In "Fog" is a mystical element which foreshadows
the symbolism of Q'Ueill's later plays. The scene is
in a life-boat in a iog. The characters are a poet,
a man of business, a Polish peasant woman, a dead
child, sailors, and an officer. They drift up to the
3„ge of an iceberg and there await help. They hear a
steamer //histle but the poet prevents the business man
from calling in order to rave the steamer from running
into the iceberg. 16 see by this ti.-ne that the play
is not conceived as a realistic transcript of life.
The poet ie the symbolic embodiment of idealism and
the business man abstract fi^re representing
materialism. . or a moment it looks as if all were
lost; then the fog lifts and the steamer approaches.
file sailors have been guided in their dir* otion by
tho voice of the child. But the child has been dead
(9)
for t.venty-f our hours.
"Bound ast for Cardiff" will be discussed
later.
<
S ummary ;
''In this volume we have indeed little of
the later O'Eeill. And yet this volume justi-
fies itself if for nothing else than that it
shows in crude form the characteristic sub-
stance of O'Neill's interest and provides a
measure by which the rigid discipline of his
later work can he valued. The world we have
here is a simple world and it is viewed in a
sardonic way. Already the world is divided
into two classes, those who are contemptible
and those who belong. The contemptible are,
as a rule, those ;;ith the well tailored clothes
of convention upon them; they are variously
weaklings
,
welchers, birds of prey. Those who
belong are as variously recruited. They may
be pros titutes
,
I est Indian negroes. Here we
have in crude form the characteristic O'Heill
predilections, the- backgrounds of the immensi-
ties of nature and of human experience; we have
the collapse of poorly tempered .ninds under
heavy pressure into .v.ac«nsse ; we have- the first
sketches of the incisive studies into the psy-
chology of races; we have sensitiveness slink-
ing and hiding behind brutality." (10)
.Ye have foreshadowings of tymboliSL:. 7e have the au-
thor's predilection for the potency of pure sound upon
the stage. kose's coughing as she is led away by the
police, the whining of the wireless in ''warnings" , the
dripping of water of the icebergs and the steamer
whistle in "log',- all tht-.se show the author's fond-
(11)
neee for aural effects. C'Heill'e art had not de-
veloped in his first boo/:, but the 'vor±: vas his own.
The :ioon Series : In 1919 O'Neill published a
volume entitled, "The ;.!oon of Jaribbees and Jix Other
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Plays". Besides the title play it contained 'The Long
Voyage Home" , rTIn the Zone", "Bound :aet for Cardiff",
rt Ile f! , "V/here the Jross is "!ade ?f , and "Rope"'. These
plays arc- realism. The first five are known as the
Sea Plays. They show a remarkable development in
O'Neill's art since his first publication in 1914. -The
dramatist had progressed from the has or to the nobler
type of one-act -olay. The farmer type denends for its
effectiveness on a sharp situation; the latter achieves
emotional success not by any dominant circumstance in
character or situation hut by a blending of all factors,
by the richness of the inner content. Ml the plays in
this group are placed on the sea or near the sea. it
least four or them are rlaced in the sa.ae boat, the
S. 6. "Glencairn". In the forecastle or on the deck of
this steamer there gathers a motley group, the tag-ends
of humanity swept up from the seven seas and the seven
seafaring nations. There is a Yankee, a Oookney, a
high-class ..nglishman, a Scotchman, a German, an Irish-
man, and a Swede. :<Teiuently negroes come- into the ac-
tion. The author shows these men to be derelicts each
in his own way from civilization and vith an irony as
eure as it is biting shows their follies, their frnil-
ties, and their sins to be the heritages of the olvili-
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zation they have left "behind. Concerning this series
Thomas H. Dickinson says:
"I have no hesitation in saying that the
appearance of 'The Moon of the Jaribhees 1 and
its companion plays is the- most important event
in the recent history of our theatre. It in-
troduced to the stage a new genius and sounded'
a note of new promise. O'Beill himself has
done nothinr "better than the title play of this
volume. He has done other more ambitious things
on a larger canvas. He has done nothing that is
more nearly perfect in its class. This play
taiies rani: with Synge'e f ?aders to the Sea", as
a study in mood, a nocturne of glamour and i-
rony. " (13)
"The Hoon of the Oaribhees'* depicts the drunkenness
and license on the 8. S. "Glencairn'1 while in a west
Indian harbor. The native nogresses visit the ship and
after a carousal they are hurried off to shore without
the money due them for provisions which they had brought.
The scene is sketched against the background of a tropic
nigfet . The moon is full; the sea, calm and mot ionless
.
A melancholy negro chant, faint and far off, drifts
crooning ovtr the water. It is a symphony of mood.
tout's loneliness in the presence of the beauty of nature
is emphasized,- a loneliness intensified by memories
(14;
which the distant music awakens. In this play the
author definitely adopts the psychology of the black
into hie theatre. I<N for the first time as always
rter.vards in his work 0' Tie ill shows up the black as
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the victim of the follies, crimes, and lusts of the
dominant race. c'lleill has the gift of pity in a gen-
erous measure but always bound around with irony.
This pity is never so strong as when he shows the
black child of nature struggling toward the light of
the white man's gods and caught in the storm of the
(15)
white man's return to barbarism.
"The Long Yoyage Home'' takes place in a water
front dive in London. Here the author shows how the
harpies of the land fatten upon the weakness of the
seamen. All of the crew of the S. S. "Giencaim"
have been paid off. Olsen, the bwede, has on him
two years savin's with which he intends to return
home and settle down on his mother's farm. Ee is
drugged, robbed, and put aboard a ship bound on a
two years voyage around the Horn. There is tragio
irony here when Olsen sfaye, "Ho more sea, no more
bum grub, no more storms, yuct nice work." For the
audience /oiowb of the overhanging doom.
'In the 3one ' is a war story. The scene is in
the forecastle of a ship. The crew believes that
^mitty is a spy. They suspect that he has a bomb
oonoealed in a box underneath his mattress. He
they approach the submarine zone the men become ner-

vous. They seize omitty and rifle the "box. They find
letters from the girl Smitty loves. He has lost her,
for he couldn't give up drink. This play was a great
stage success. &s drama it does not measure up to the
other three of this series. It is a situation drama
lacking all spiritual import; it manifests no "big feel-
(16)
ing for life.
"Bound East for Oardiff , included in this group,
was the one mature play written during his prentice
years. The scene is the seamen's forecastle. Yank
is dying from a fall into the hold; Lriscoll his rough
friend kneels "by his "bunk. The fog horn is "blowing at
close intervals. The watch come down in dripping oil-
skins and tumble into their bunks. The injured sailor
dies while Lriscoll holds his hand and that is all.
But the rhythm of the dialogue and the sririt of the
sea give a fueling of poetry to this little bit of
life. When these four plays were given together in
one program under the title of the S, S. "Gleneairn"
,
the unity of mood was holding and the cumulative ef-
(17)
ftot of the characterization was astounding.
Jonc.erning this grout, George Jean Kathan says:
"Just as the drama seemed about to be
laid low by the unremitting stereotyped
dullness and preposterous affectation,
I
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O'Heill jumped upon the scene with a "bundle
of life under his arm, hurled it onto the
stage, and there let it break open with its
hundred smashing hues to confound the drab
and desolate hoards. Instantly, or so it
seemed, the stage "began to "breathe again;
instantly the painted hack- drop became real;
and instantly the canvas rocks became solid,
substantial. Presently the news of the phe-
nomenon began to spread beyond the little
alleys up which O'Neill's plays were forced
to find their initial production and in due
time - it was three years, as I remember -
it managed to reach the ears of our recog-
nized producers." (18)
The last of the Sea Plays is the tragedy, "lie".
This is a story of human stubbornness and pride. It
is C He ill's strongest one-act play. A captain of
a ?/haler has always in the past brouglthome a shipload
of oil. On this particular voyage luck had not been
with him. The two y^ars for which lis sailors signed
have elapsed. The crew is mutinous. They beg him to
return. "It aint the damned money", he says, 'what's
nee pin* me up in the Eorthern Sea, Tom. But I can't
go back to Homeport with a measly four hundred bar-
rel of lie. I'd die fust. Oan't you hear 'em
laughin' and sneerin' Tibbots *n' Harris 'n' Simms
and the rest and all of Homeport ma^in' fun of me.
i/ave Leeney what boasts he's the best whalin' skipper
out of Homeport comin' bao>. with a measly four hundred
barrels of ile." The awful loneliness and terrible ice

are wearing down his wife's health. She implores him
to listen to reason. He almost gives in. Then ahead
7/hales are sighted. He decides to remain. His wife
goes mad. This play, in its tragic irony, reminds as
of Joseph Conrad's stor 'Preya of the 3 even seas"
.
i'his is a story of a man whose prico5 brou iit his ship
to ruin.
The last two plays of the _.:oon E eries fall far
below the ~ea Flays in merit. '..here the ^ross is
Hade ' is really part of the longer, realistic play,
"Gold', and will be discussed later. 'The .-ope' is
a realistic study in human hatred. The play reveals
an ugly set of characters and if: the forerunner of
"different'' and "Desire under the .1ms". Twc other
plays (not included in the 'oon ..eries ) complete the
list of 0* He ill' s nine one-aot plays. "Before Break-
fast " (realism - 1916) is a monologue resembling
otrindberg'3 "The Stronger Voman". The one speaking
actor skillfully suggests a comrlete drama. In
O'Eeill's play a husband, driven to desperation by
the taunts of his wife, commits suicide off i-tage.
'The Lreamy L.l& n (Llelodrama - 1918) is a story of
negro life in which a murderer it- oaufht when he re-
turns to say good-bye to his mother.

Summary : The ' ??.loon M volume has five Sea r lays of
supreme merit and two mediocre plays. The same char-
acters sharply differentiated appear in all the See
Plays, ,/e grow to know them hetter as each play re-
veals how true the author has kept to his typeg. in
this grim little comedy of the sea the thing that
really counts is the fundamental human emotions of
these men. .Derelicts though they are, they have
finown contact with sone of the profoundest moments
of life. Our sympathy for them is aroused "by the
color, mood, suggestion, atmosphere, in fact by the
soul of each play. It le only incidentally that we
otecrve that these men are victims of the cheats of
civilization. In the dark picture is a touch of
poetry. There is poetry in the inarticulate friend-
ship of the dying sailor and hie rough companion
just as there is poetry in the fceauty of the trori-
cal night. These plays show the author's grasp of
his material, his 'power to delineate character and
hie poetio imagination.
The ] rovincctown Players:- The first play of
O'Eeill to he produced was "Bound Saet for Cardiff.
It war put on at tho iharf Theatre, in Irovin ?c-
tovn, in the eummer of 1916, "by the group that war
t
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later to "be known as the "Prcvincetown Players
'
f
. These
artists were animated by an unquenchable lore of the
theatre. They deserve great credit in that they gave
O'Seill a hearing at a time when he most needed help,
Ihe Players profited too. For it would have "been im-
possible for them to continue, after they moved to
Bew York, if it had not been for the plays of 0* Heill
and ousan Glaspell. G'Heill himself says:
!T
I owe a tremendous lot to the Players.
They encouraged me to write and produced all
my earlier and many of my later rlays. But
I can't honestly say that i would not have
written plays if it hadn't been for them. I
had already gone too far ever to quit." (19)
Concerning this matter, : Edna iienton said:
!TBut there is no doubt at all that,
had he not bad our Playwrights' Theatre and
our experimental stage to use precisely as
he wished to use them, he would have reached
Broadway by quite another road and with quite
other play£....He had not only our stage,
he had our 'subscription list', and he used
its members, bill after bill, season after
season, in . ays they could never dream of;
played with them and on them, with never
need for a thought of them except as etark
laboratory reactions to his own experimenta-
tions, lio other Aiaerican playwright has
ever had such prolongod preliminary freedom
with stage and audience alike." (20)
Seoo nd Period of Pevelopraent .
(
-
ealism -Laturalis.a- oyr.iboligm - m-st for Hew ^orms )
(1919-1927)
O'Deill now abandons forever the one-act form and
<.
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progresses to the professional stage. luring this period
he produces powerful tragedy and one satire. The work is
not all of uniform merit, k play of great intensity is
followed "by one of far less significance. Che dramatist
constantly "breaks technical rules and makes form the ser-
vant of his dramatic conception. He scorns the machine-
made drama and steadily pursues his way not caring whether
the theatre accepts him or not. In his tragedies he cov-
ers a wide range of human emotions and enlarges his drama-
tic world. Up to the time that "The Hairy Ape lf appears
O'Beill is essentially the artist concerning himself with
fundamental emotions and elementary themes. In his symbol-
ical drama we discern something of the social analyst in
the author.
It was O'Keill's misfortune to have his ^lays pro-
duced out of the order of their composition. In the
following review we shall observe (usually) the chrono-
logical order of the production. In the year 1920 four
plays reached the theatre; two were successful and two
unsuccessful.
"Beyond the Horizon" (Realism - 1920) won the
Pulitzer Prize for 1920. This long rlay was not an
experiment. ?ive full length plays preceded it, not
(21)
one of which has been either produced or published;

for the author had made up hie mine to give nothing to
the public unless it represented the "best he had to give.
(This was the first of C Weill's plays to receive a strict-
ly professional production. It made a deep impression
on the put lie and gave the author great prestige. Yet,
in spite of the enormous success in Tew York, the "cOLay
(22)
was a failure in Chicago and on tour.
"Beyond the Horizon" is not merely the story of the
love of two brothers for the same girl. It is a story
of lost illusions, of the frustrated life of a dreamer
whose search for beauty has never been fulfilled. Robert
Bsgro is a poetic soul who longs to get away from the com-
monplace life on the farm. As a child he loved beauty;
the unicnown had tor him a great lure. Ee says, "Suppos-
ing 1 was to tell you that its jaet beauty that's calling
me, the beauty of the far and the unknown". He plans to
go on a sea voyage with hiE uncle. But Ruth Atkins, en-
gaged tD his brother -indy, frustrates: hie plans. She
convinces _:obert that they are meant for eaoh other.
All plans are changed. Andy goes on the voyage. Robert
remains ana marries :-:uth. Their life is a complete fail-
ure. As all his illusion? vanish, ;obert welcomes death
ae a bloesed relief. There is one fine moment in the
play when the brothers say good-nipht. Their friendship
tV
en
is not broken but riveted closer "by the acid test it
has undergone. In contrast to their 'fine restraint
is the passionate outburst of the father. The grilfi
story ends on a note of exultation:
! Robert; ,f ... jjon*t yoa. sec that I*» happy
at last ... Isn't it "beautiful "beyond
the hills ... It isn't the end, it T s the
start of my voyage] I Tve won to my trip -
the right of release - Leyond the horizon. *
OhI you oiiv-rht to be glad - £lad for ray
sa^ie
.
The human interest in this play ranks high for
we all have dreams '"beyond the horizon''. It see-;os to
me that the characters arc not sharply etched; this
is the fault of the dialogue. She two mothers in the
play furnish a few moments of comedy - a rare thing
in this author. Underneath the etory is a suggestion
cf fatalism. ..'orces (external nature and sex} are
working compel! ingly on the characters who think them-
l xves free agents. The subjective element in nTIIeill f 8
work is here manifest, .tobert Mayo is a half portrait
of the dramatist himself whose own longings for adven-
ture led him to other lands. In thi£ play the author
for the fir it time trcaiiE the bonds of conventional
dramatic technique, j-ach act has only two instead of
threo tcenes. This caused a great stir among the
critics. The author wrot^ the following to a friend
on .laroh 13,. 1920:
f
Tou remarked about its "being an interest-
ing technical experiment. .hy is it, : wonder,
that not one other critic has ^iven me credit
for a deliberate departure in form in search
of greater flexibility? They have all accused
me of "bungling thr ough ignorance - whereas if
I had wanted to, I could have laid the whole
play in the farm interior and made it tight as
a drum a la Pinero. It rather irks my profes-
sional pride, you see, to be accused of igno-
rance of conventional every day technique -
I, a Baker 47 alumnus. n (25)
The second play produced this same year was *TChris Qhri
topherson". It was a complete failure and was later
worked over into "Ajina Christie".
"The Emperor Jones 17 (Expressionism - 1320) was the
third pley produced. It made C Treill*s position in the
dramatic world secure. This play has been acted in
Japan, France, ingl&nd, and other European countries.
In it we find that CTleill makes a radical departure
from the conventional technique of drama. He was not
ceo kin/* for bizarre effects tut the work itself demand-
ed greater flexibility of form. The play if divided
into iight scenes -end is almost entirely a dramatic
monologue. In it the dramatist has kept the unity of
tim,. He violated tfta unity of place but he substitut-
ed a higher unity, that of impression.
Jones, an ex-rullman porter and ex-oonviot, be-
so>uvB iiaporor over a siaple, barbaric tribe living in
r
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the Jest Indies. Ke fools the native B by making then be-
lieve that no hind of a millet except a silver one can kill
Idol oeoau.ee he bears a charmed life. He extorts from Me
subjects such heavy taxes that they plan to assassinate him
and the first step they take to accomplish this end is to
melt silver ccin and east the bullion into bullets, one of
which eventually kills OoneF, The play deals with the ter-
rible mental tortures that Jones endures during one night
in the forst when he is attempting to escape. [The constant,
monotonous sound of the tom-toms beating all through the
play give it a dominant note of weirclness and unreality.
This play caused great comment. The critics hailed
it as a great achievement in expressionism. The literary
oritic Clark observes that a close examination of the playe
of the eo-called exprerc ionists will reveal nothing essen-
tially different in technique from what ie found in the
work of many early playE. O'TTeill wrote TtThe Smperor
Jones" in the form which best suited hi? requirements as
an artlet writing- for the theatre rithcut bothering to
imitate anyone. Thie play is good drsma because through
concrete action it is interpretative of Bociety at? a whole.
It ie good theatre because the action ic realised directly
(24)
through sensation and emotions. Again in thi? play
as in "Beyond th Horizon" O'lleill has his hero in the
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grip of fatalism, /hen the crisis in his life comes, the
mind of the Emperor breaks , he is unable to overcome the
inherited fears and superstitions of his rpce. Again fas
in "The ::oon of the Jaribbees^} we see the black man a
victim of the cheats of civilisation. It Is by observing
and imitating the morality of the whites that Jones learns
how to cheat and steal. But there is in the Emperor a
nobility that asfce* our sympathy go out to him, nho human
interest, the characterisation, the emotional appeal -
everything about the play is of sunreme merit. Jt was a
powerful stage play.
"Mff "rent" ( -iealism - 19£C) was the fourth play to
reach the theatre. It was written in orly two acts.
O'Eeill knew that two acts rarely fill an evening but he
would not spoil this play by thinning it out into three
acts or by compreeeing and overcrowding it into or,r. act.
'This is the way I see these rcople", ho said, "the way
I sense thoir emotional conduct. This way I muct itrits
the play to effect I desire. If the nublic ac-
cepts my work, good; if not, I havo at least been honest
with myself.' in "Diff 'rent*1 Emma Orosby has a high ideal
of what her hueband should be - "different ' fro a other
men. oh9 breaks her engagement with Jaleb .illiams her
enilor sweetheart because he has hart m a f ir ith a
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native woman in the oouth cea Islands. Thirty years late
she Is a revolting figure - rouged, dyed, and frilled.
Her affections have gone to the scapegrace son of Gal eh*
s
sister; she actually "believes hereself engaged to him.
But the young fellow is just leading her on in order to
get her money. hen Galeb sees her making a fool of her-
self, he commits suicide. /hen Fiama. discovers that the
young man was not in earnest she likewise kills herself.
The ending of the play does not seem true to life; it
was not inevitable; henoe it is poor drama. This play
shows the influence of Strindberg. It was not a success
in the theatre and ./ill always be considered one of
O'Seill's poorer efforts.
In 1921 three plays were produced, "Gold 1 , "Anna
Christie'1
,
and 'The straw" . The first and last were
failures. "Gold" (Realism - 1921) was originally con-
ceived as i full length play but C'Heill compressed
it into the shorter play, '.There the CrosE is Made",'
for the I j-ovincetown Players wantea a chort play at
this particular time. T ater the dramatist wrote "Gold"
ae he originally planned it. It ie a story of cupidity.
Captain Bartlett believes that he has discovered a
hidden trearure on an island in the Pacific. The de-
sire to get Toseeefcion of this gold has warped his
*
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moral fiber. He is responsible for two murders, for the
death of his wife, and for his son's insanity. The last
aot of this play is a rewritten version of the melodramat-
ic one-act er, 'Where the Gross is ;.:ade' T . /hen Captain
Bartlett learns that the supposed gold is only brass , the
shock kills him. In this play the dramatist had a magnif-
icient idea hat he was not e j.ua! to his task. He was un-
able through dialogue to unfold the motives of his char-
acters. They do not go ahead and make their own situa-
tions. They stop to tell what they are going to do. They
seem directed by the hand of the dramatist, therefore the
play is poor drama.
The second play produced was "Anna Christie" (natu-
ralism - 1921). This was the worked-over play of 'fChris
Christopherson" , whioh failed the year tefore in Atlantic
City. "A.nna ChriEtie" is the story of a little Swedish
gir.i sent by her old sailor father to a farm in the Vest
in order to be free from the hampering influence of "that
old devil tea'. ..he is betrayed by her cousin and dragged
down to prostitution. 'inally, stained and coiled, she
seeks her father in ::ew York. He is now Captain of a
coal barge. Here she is regenerated by the cleansing
influence of the sea nd by love. The first scene is in
a low dive, the saloon of "Johnny the Priest's". The at-
t4
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mosphere is heavy with filth and smoke. The second scene
is on a grimy coal "barge. The characters are drunken,
disreputable people of the underworld. The merits of the
play lie in the tang and color of the dialogue and the
stark realism of the picturesque scenes. The story it-
self may be criticised on two grounds. ?irst , Anna is
pictured so vividly in the first scene that it is diffi-
cult to believe in her regeneration later; and second,
the "happy ending" is not true to life. Mat Burke, her
lover, (in spite of his sordid past) is of the stamp
who worship the purity of woman. His first reaction, when
she confesses, was true to his character; his later return
was not in keeping with reality. There is one touch of
symbolism in the play, when the fog and the sea blot out
all that Anna hates.
Anna (persistently): "But why d'you s'pose
I feel so-so-like I'd found something I'd missed
an* teen looking for - 's if this was the right
piace for me to fit in? And I seem to have for-
got everything that's happened - like it didn't
matter no more, And I feel clean, soaehow —
like you feel yust a ter you've tooka ba'tH. And
I feel hap-y for on?e - yee, honest.' - nippier
than I ever teen anyjvhcre leforel (As Ohris
makes no comment tut a heavy figh, she continues
wonderingly) It'B nutty for ;ne to feel that •ay,
don't you think?"
The play caused much comment aiaong the critics de-
spite the fact that it was a great stage success. Isaac
Goldberg made the following t'tatem nt:
Lote: 'Anna Jhristie ' .von the "ulitzcr Trize
,
1921.
*
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''For three acts it presents another realis-
tic study in the 'ironic life-force*; the fourth,
as we have said already, is inexcusable, except
upon the frankly commercial desire to provide a
happy ending at whatever co^t to the artistic
conscience.
"
O'Eeill defended himself in the following letter to
the mi YOitt. TIMES:
"Sot even the ^ost adversely prejudiced
could call this *a happy ending'. .Meaning that
I wish it understood as unhappy? Cleaning noth-
ing of the iind. I'eaning what I have said "be-
fore, that the play has no ending. Three char-
acters have "been revealed in all their intrin-
sic verity, unde/r the acid test of a fateful
crisis in their lives. They have solved the
crisis for the moment as "best they may, in ac-
cordance vith the will that is in each of them.
The curtain falls. Behind it there lives go
on. lut grantlag for the moment the absurdity
that the- ending is hapry, why the objection to
it raised on all Bides': Have I not been told
constantly that gloom is my failing, that I
should see the brighter side, that I should
grant my helpless human beings their one hun-
dred peroent rigbt to happiness? fell, in
'Anna Christie * haven't I? You claim that I
have and y -t you will havs= none of it. You
say it is unconvincing. ,-hy? Is it, as I
suepeot, on moral g.-ound3? Does the idea that
two such 'disreputable' folk as Anna and Burke
are, as you think, going to be happy, disturb
your sense of the proper fitness- of things in
this best of all possible eorlds? Or is your
reaeon, as I more than suspeot, simply that
# you prefer the obvious to the inevitable? it
would have been so obvious and easy - in the
care of this rlay, conventional even - to neve
made my last aot a tragic one. It could have
been done in ten different ways, any one of
them superficially right. But looking deep
into the hearts of my people, : saw that it
oouidn't be done. They wore, not the kind.
They would aot in Juet the silly, immature,

compromising way tliat 1 have made them act; end
I thought that ihey would appear to others as
they do to me, a hit tragically humorous in
their vacillating weakness. But evidently not.
vidently they are all hapry - and unconvincing.
Eo wonder.' Their groping clutch at happiness
is taken as a deadly finality.
,TBut ho;? ahcut those sentimental ones to
v/hom the Boy on the Burning Beck represents the
last word in the heroic spirit our drama should
strive to express - the American Oedipus ?ex?
Surely they must read something into my ending
besides mere eternal happiness. But they don ? t.
And yet there never was a more sentimental ges-
ture of defiance at fate than that of Burke and
.inna agreeing to ^ed.
"Lastly, to those who think I deliberately
distorted my last act "because a *happy ending'
would he calculated to make the play more of a
popular success I have only this to say: The
sad truth is that you have precedents enough
and to spare in the history of our drama for
such a suspicion. But on the other hand, you
have every reason not to believe it of me."
"The otraw" (Realism, written at the same time as
"Beyond the Horizon" but not produced until 1021) is laid
in a sanitorium and is for the most of its length an iron-
io picture of the "regulation, the standardisation, and
almost the capitalization" of the white plague. The rlay
is the- story of the love (at first unrequited) of a young
girl for a newspaper man. Both arc afflicted with tuber-
culosis. He recovers and leaves the institution. . he
has no desire to live and fails rapidly. :Te returns for
a visit, learau of her condition, end holds out to her
1<
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one straw v/hioh L±ay tave her life. He confesses his
love and his great need of her. 2hen Sileen wishes
desperately to lire in order to be of tervice to him.
loee her desire for life coae too late in her losing
"battle against disease? do not know. The th fil-
ing point which the dramatist makes is that the de-
sire did come and that Eileen therefore lives trium-
phantly, lives vitally, if only for a few days. Her
lover, Stephen Murray, defies the nurse who says
Eileen's case is hopeless. He defies her to set a
limit to the hope of human happiness. At this point
young ~urray seems the incarnation of life itself.
Hie faith in his illusions is unquenchable
.
Again in this play the author dramatizes himself.
He ie Stephen Hurray, the reporter, who achieves through
sickness the power to "become a writer. In technique the
author again departed from convention. Two of the acts
have only two scenes and the last act has but one scene.
In the dialogue we detect the influence of ^ynge on the
author.
(Garmody) :'.Vho'L to do the work and look
after Bora and Tom and yourself, if Eileen is
bad took and hae to Ltay in her bed? ... (Bit-
terly) .Vhat a fool a man ie to be raisin' a
raft of children and him not a millionaire.
(With lugubrious self-pity) Uary, dear, its a
black curse God put on me when he took your mother
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J ast when I needed her aiost. (L'ary cogences to
sot. Garmo&y starts and looks at her angrily)
/f"hat are you snifflin T at?"
(Mary, tearfully) *J was thinking of Mama .
"
(Car.nody
,
scornfully) "It's late you are
with your tears, and her eold in her grave for
a year. Stor it, I'm tellin* you!'' f!!ary gulps
back her sobs.
)
(This play is essentially an acting play. It has two
thrilling scenes, nevertheless it was a failure oo the
stage for the setting counted against it.
In the year 1922 two of CITeili's plays were produced.
One was a failure aid the other a great success. 'T The
Piret ^ann (Realism - 1331) and n>7elded'T (P.ealism - 1924)
treat the same subject. Therefore we shall consider the
latter out of its chronological order so that we may dis-
cuss "both plays together. Here Q'Beill enters the prov-
ince of ctrindberg, the Jtriniherg of "Comrades" , TT 3redi-
(25)
tors 1
,
and 'The „inl: ,f . He explores the zones in
which the soul of a man and the soul of a woman meet in
friendship and marriage. Of all the plays C'lTeill has
written, 'The ^irst IIan n shows evidence of the most toil
(26)
in the composition. The subjeot discussed here is
whethor a man and woman oan collaborate in their deeper
mental interests at the same time they are collaborat-
ing in love and parenthood. O'Neill shows the woman

striving to maintain sympathetic contact vith her hus-
band in all the latitudes of their characters. The
man is apparently not so generous. He is willing to
believe that his partner. iff the deepest interests of
his train can "be at the same time his nietrese. He
cannot believe that she can be the mother of his child.
In other words passion doer not contend with friend-
(27)
ship but maternity does.
Curtis Jayson is an anthropologist. His wife
helps him in his scientific researches. But Martha
longs for a child. Curtis, on the other hand, wants
her to be free to be of service to his work. They
are going on an expedition in search of the earliest
traces of the first man. But Martha tells her husband
that she is going to become a mother. Curtis is bit-
terly disappointed at ths news. He wants her to de-
stroy the little life v ithin her. Horrified, she re-
fuses. He considers her a traitor and is oold and
aloof, during the agony of her labor she hopes that
he will e oft en. ^he looks into hie eyes and sees only
hatred for the co.aing baby. Heartbroken, she dies in
childbirth. Curtis feels that his life is wrecked by
the death of hie wife. He hates the child and refuses
to see it. Then his petty, narrow-minded relatives
1
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by innuendo in?2.y that he is not the father. This In-
sult to hie life's memory brings Curtis Jayeon back to
his senses. He decides that his life is not iniined;
he >7ill lire for his child. "When he's old enough,
1*11 teach him how to know and love e "big, free life.
Martha shall live again for me in him." The idea of
the pla^ is formulaic - a man whose dreams are ruined,
or so he "believes, pulled hack to earth by the laws of
life, at last given a new impetus. I can accept
as probable everything in this play up to the time of
Ilartha's confinement. At this point Curtis Jayson's
character is overdrawn. !Io man of his scnsihiliti.es
could act in such e diabolical manner during his 7/ife's
labor. The sympathy of the audience i^ entirely with-
dravm from him. Yet the author did not intend this to
he the case. This -niay is considered one of O'Neill's
most ambitious failures. It never really lmd a chance
on the stage, for the newspapers har-oed on the moan-
ing of the aether drring childbirth. This feature was
not realiy stressed in the production but the criticism
(29)
created the impression that the play wae obscene
.
"Welded" (Realism - 1934) is a study in tempera-
ment. The dominant paBe ion in this play ie Jealousy.
Michael Cape is a playwright. His wife leanor is an

actress who interprets hie work. He is ^eaioaL' of her
former lover, the is 3 salous of his work, the is re-
sentful of the fact that her euceestes havy been chief-
ly in his plays , a fact that seems to make her his
creature. They quarrel. Haoh tries to be unfaithful
to the other, the goes to a former love; he goes to a
prostitute. But neither of then is eatable of infidel-
ity, i'hey return to each other ami are reconciled.
£hon tho quarrel "begins all over again. But a great
light has dawned upon then. rihey now realise that all
their lives they will continue to luarrel, continue to
torture each other, "but they 'ill never again separate.
Both know now that it te Impossible that they should
ever deny life through each other again. ' in this play
0* Beill has not thought out the problem tc the end.
1'hcse people expect to >arrei constantly and yet to
be exalted. But marriage oan .ot endure without peaoe
and constant bickering kill! lore. ihey think that
acceptance of tfeftlx anbappiliese constitutes union,
xhe only thing that constitutes union is a spiritual
bond - a tenderness for each other's human needs, weak-
nesses or failures. The people were in fact never truly
married. Their union was a contact of two voraoiouc
vanities. This play left me unmoved. It has been oalled

an oyer-inteiisotualized study of human beings. On the
stage it was a complete fai lure. 3oaaerfiiag the titter-
ing of the audience, Lulwig Lewis eisa says, "It iae>38d
the iiius ion of reality. ' /Jid on this one point the un-
ins trueted are at one with sound, critical ooinion; they
(SO)
e#tn$ the illusion of reality.
.Dickinson has this to say:
'In order to uncover the aot ion (in this
play) there is required an art xoulateness on
the part ef the characters, a completeness of
self-revelation and open discovery that are
inconsistent with the psychology of the sit-
uation, /or it is precisely in these matters
of sex contest %h&t men and women are most
inarticulate, They ea.ro represented rather by
their silences and refusals to speajc than "by
their speech, rather by inversions of meaning
than "by directness. This is the parades of
the theatre, that an -it that depends upon
speech should in its higher roaches rapidly he
tenuing ho^oad the confines of speech, in this
play O'ileiii makes fev/ efforts to dramatize the
unspoken, instead he forces speech upon situ-
ation.: which would, in ail huaan probability,
"be speechless or at test inarticulate." (31)
Another r-l r:y dealing with marriage,- "All God's
Chilian Got tfinfE ', (kealism -1924) was not pro-o<iffanda
nor a s ociaio,; ical play. The oritios read into it much
that the author did not intend. It ie a tragedy of un-
fulfilled acrlrations, »f frustrated hopes. Jim Harris,
Bote: In 1923 no playe were produced. In 1924 0'TTeil]
dramatized "The Ancient Mariner". It was not a
stage i uooeee.
1t
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a colored boy, marries Ella L>o?/ney, a white girl. He
is far above her spiritually though below her racially.
Instead of helping him to rise she pulls him down.
He cannot reach the intellectual level to which he
aepires for his life is beset with the problems such
a marriage entails. His wife goes crazy and he is
a failure. Later she recovers and together they face
a future more tragic than any death could be. This
play grips by its pathos. Again in this tragedy,
as in preceding ones, Ocelli shows his hero in the
grip of fatalism. (Robert Mayo in ;tBeyond the Horizon",
"The -mperor Jones", Oaptain Bartlett in "Gold", and
Eileen Murray in ,r The ctraw".)
"As a 'practical' dramatist C'Eeill's
error "as in making his 'nigger' a human
being. He even forgot the susceptibili-
ties of those good Americans vho have laid
down the law as to how far a negro may go
in his relations, rith whites, but recog-
nize no law as to how far a white aiay go
with a nugro. He used a situation so poig-
nant and so tragically beautiful that few
otherwise comno';cnt critics could ree in
it a wozv. of art." (32)
In this play the author again shows (as in 'The Moon
of the Jaribbees" and "The ..aiperor Jones") how the
burdens of civilization fall uron the rub^erged race.
In revealing the strivings of the negrocL to raise
-4
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themselves by means of an honest application of the
white man's abstract morality against the treason of
the white man to his own standards, the author makes
(33)
a document of the firet value. O'Heill showed
courage in taking for his subject miscegenation which,
up to this time, had not teen considered a proper theme
for drama. The play suffered from a etora of unwel-
(34)
come notoriety' and was withdrawn from the stage.
In another play r roduoed this year. 'Desire Under
the ^Ims" (Saturalism - 1924) T IIeill reached his high-
est point in tragedy. This is an ugly story jreed
and lust. The dominant figure is Ephraim Oabot, a re-
ligious but not a spiritual man. He is a dour, old
luritan, hard as granite. The plot centers about his
third wife Abfcie, a sensual woman who seduoes her step-
son Jben. phraim thinks that their child is his own.
It suddenly occurs to Eben that Abbie has had this child
to cheat him out of his inheritance. In order to prove
her love she strangles the ohild, the only other heir
to the farm. It is hard to see beauty in this play un-
less it is the beauty born of rity. ,/e do feel infinite
pity ior the lovers when they are led away by the sher-
iff. Llost people saw in this play only blasphemy and
immorality . The cities, on the other hand, declared
4
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it met all the requirements of Greek tragedy. We
feel sure that Greek tragedy had its influence on
,;Lesire Under the Llms ,T . The horror of Abbie's murd-
er of her child reminds us of :=ledea T s murder of her
children. But O^Jeill has not succeeded in making
Abbie a great figure as he made .phraim. The stage
setting of this play in which the four rooms of the
house were shown in cross -section enabled two or
three scenes to be enacted simultaneously. fihis was
something new in drama. The play ran a year in Hew
Yor& and two road companies have been doing fairly
with it. It was stopped in Los Angeles and Boston
md banned by the Gens or in London, but ran on the
(35)
continent.
Concerning this play Barrett 3 lark wrote:
"If ever that disputed passage about
catharsis meant anything it meant it here,
for 'Lesire Under the :1ms 1 purges the soul,
sears, tortures, and twists it only to ex-
alt it in the end. O'Neill has built a
shining edifice, an epic drama of the work-
ers of the soil, with ingredients ae beauti-
ful as can be found in our contemporary civ-
ilization." (36)
rte next com; to 1 Belli 'e symbolical plays. "The
Hairy Ape" 1b classed both as symbolical and express ion-
(37)
ietic drama. "The . ountain" is symbolism mixed with
f
(38)
romance and poetry. In the satirical play of 'Marco
(40)
illions' 1 the symbolism i£ almost submerged. In
"The Great God Brown' the dramatist reaches his highest
(41)
po-uat in symbolism.
"The Hairy Ape" (Symbolism - written in 1921 and
produced in 1922) was a great stage success. It was
startling in its innovations. The dramatist introduced
stylicized dialogue, some of the characters wore masks,
certain of the naturalistic stage pictures had an under-
lying symbolical meaning. The dominant figure in this
play is Yank, a huge, hairy-chested stoker with long
arms, receding brow, and small, fierce eyes. Yank is
well pleased with his .lot in life for he is the "woirks" that
maj^e the ship go; he 'belongs". .Mildred Louglass, daughter
of the steel magnate, visits the stoke hold. The plaoe is
in an uproar. Yank is cursing and snarling like a wild
beast in a cage, ohe hears his brutal curses and sees the
hairy stoker stripped to the waist. In terror she faints.
Yarw sees her horror. Into his life comes a discord, a
brooding desire for revenge against society which repre-
sents all fcfcat to which he does not belong. Yank is no
longer satisfied with his. lot as- a stoker. He wants to
change his work but he is rebuffed wherever he 'oes. fi-
nally at the Zoo, he seeks friendly brotherhood with a
gorilla that crushes him to death.
1i
,ie shall ;uote from the drama itself to show that
this play is symbolism. But HQ shall first say a few words
about stage directions. A real innovation achieved "by Ib-
sen, Hauptmann, and the German naturalists was the employ-
ment of the technical methods of fiction in the creation
of the new drama, btage directions are no longer merely
stage directions. They are minute scenic descriptions and
character delineations. K'or the first time in the history
of the drama the stage direction becomes an intrinsic part
ox ohe play, The information contained in these scenic
descriptions and character delineations in reality con-
US)
stitutes a wealth of epic detail. The following quo-
tations from the stage directions of "The Hairy Ape" show
the author 1 s intention of presenting symbolic drama:
("The treatment of thi» soene, or of any other scene
in the play, should by r,o means be naturalistic . The ef-
fect sought after is a cramped space in the bowels of a
ship, imprisoned by white steel. The lines of buni:s, the
uprights supporting them, a roes each other like the steel
fra.iewor.iL of a jage . The ceiling orut lies a own upon the
men' s heads . They g an n ot stand upright . ThiB accentuates
the natural stooping po: ture which shoveling ooal and the
resultant over-development of baok and shoulder musoles
have given them. The men themselves should resemble those

pictures in vzhioh the appearance of
^
easierthai Jan
jg guessed at. All arc hairy- chested , ;ith long arms
of tremendous power, and low, receding brows above theirw —' ~~
small, fierce, resentful eyes. 1')
(
"
The men s hovel with a rhythmic notion, swinging as
on a pivot from the coal which lies in heaps on the floor
behind to hurl it into the flaming mouths before thera.
Ihere is a tumult of noise - the brazen clang of the
furnace doors as they are flung open or slammed shut,
the grating, teeth-gritting grind of steel against steel,
of crunchiag coal. This clash of sounds stuns one's ears
with its rending dissonance. Eut there is order in it,
rhythm , a mechanical regulated recurrence , a tempo . .Ind
arising above ail, maxiing the air hum rith the quiver of
liberated energy, the roar of leaping flames in the fur-
(44)
naoes, the monotonous throbbing beat of the engines.")
("Eight bells sound, muffled, vibrating through the
eteel walls as if some enormous brazen gong were inbedded
in thu heart of the ship. All the men jump mechani-
%) caxiy, file through the door silently, close unon each
other's heels in what If very like a nrieoner's loci_-
(45)
I t a, Yank slaps Paddy on the back.")
( 'The i:npres. ion to be conveyed by thir 3cene ie
one of the beautiful, vivid life of the sea all about. ..
1<
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....In the midst of this, these two incongruous , arti -
ficial figures , inert and disharmonious , the elder lii:e
a gray lump of dough touched up with rouge, the younger
looking as if the vitality of her £ took had "been sat-ped
before she W&8 conceived , so that ehe it the express ion
not of its life energy but rely ox the artificialities
that energy had won for itself in the erg ending . rT )
The author's own comment on the play shows that
expressionism ana symbolism are closely related:
"Take the forecastle scenes. People think
I am giving an exact picture of reality^ They
don't understand that the whole play is exprcs-*
sionistic. Yank is really yourself and myself,
every human being. Apparently very few people
seem to get this. His struggle *to belong', to
find the thread that will make hia a part of the
fabric of life - we are all struggling to do just
that same thing. One idea i had in writing the
play was to show that the missing thread literal-
ly, Lhe tie that binds, is the understanding of
one another. In the soene whore the bells ring
for the stokere to go on vUty you remember they
all stand up, come to attention, then go out in
a locK-etep. borne people think that is an actual
custom on board ship. But it is only symbolic
of the regimentation of men who are Blares of
maohinery. In a larger sense it ap-niiKt to all
of ub because we are more or ice*, the slaves of
convent-. on, of dieoirlinc, of p rigid formula of
sane tort. The whole play is exprceeionifctic.
Ta£e the coal shoveling in the furnace room;
ttokere do not really l~ hove l coal in that way.
But it is done in the play in order to contribute
to the rhythm . o 1* rhythm is a powerful factor
in making anything exprescive. People do not
know how sensitive they are to rhythm . You oan
actually produce and control emotions by that
means alone." (47)
i
Concerning this play J lark pays:
Tank oanrot symbolize man and hie efforts
'to belong', and yot rcuain a single individual.
Ho mi^ht still have embodied the dramatist's
ideas; he might have been treated - like Sphraim
in 'Desire Under the ,1ms • - as an individual
from whose character we are allowed to draw de-
ductions, and even to generalize, tut he is not
so treated. It is for this reason 'The Hairy
Ape' for ail its facination, remains a rather
cold bit of dramatized philosophy. ' f48)
This play ;rip T ed me powerfully. Yank seemed to me
like an individual; there was nothing Impersonal about
him. J^or this r.-con I do not agree with 31ark. This
play totally disregards division into acts. It is written
in ei^ht scenes. The author admits that the play is un-
oonsoious autobiography. It is often classed with "The
Emperor Jones 1 ' as an example of express: ionism. Jlark
calls it :,a symbolic fantasy, hai f realistic, half gro-
(49)
tot que.
"
"The Fountain'' { Sobs ntie l:> -./Lolicni - written in 1921
Bnd producedin 13£5j is the story of Juan de T ocn's search
for %bA ountain of Youth. A lev. Story alio If woven in-
to the play. Juan dc.s not find the fountain but the search
has been worth while. hat lie docs find is the fountain
of eternity. 'Jhc merit of this rlay lies not in the de-
velopment of plot, nor in the delineation of character, but
in the beautiful, ooctic passages. Like a leit motif run-
4
ning thrr-ugh the play is the vers;,:
"Life la a field
?orover growing*
"God is a flower
flowing"
'Death ir a alet
Teilinr sunrise"
"Love is a flower
forever bloom.' ng
Beauty a fcant a in
/orever flowing
Upward into the source of sunshine
Upward into the azure heaven
One with God but
ver returning
To kisr the earth that the flower nay live"
This play war not a stage success, bat it reveals
C'Heiil's love of beauty and is written on a high,
(50)
poetic level.
"Uarco Millions : ' [a realistic satire with the sym-
bolism submerged, written in 192$, published in 1926,
produced in 1928) i^ intended a? a stab at the American
business man. Her" the dramatist hat? taken a thread-
bare eutject and handled it with imeg Last Ion and beauty.
.Marco rolo is a babbitt who travels to the Orient sole-
ly for the purpose of making money. "Innocent of re-
flection, impervious to irony, he moves through life
with the terrible directness of i shrewd child, and
(51)
ma^es it simple by loaving out -whatever is imrortant."
The leauty, mystery, and erudition of the ast, all that
{
is fine in life, make no impress ion on hi? prosaic coal.
Ihe little princess dies for lore of him. Hor broken-
hearted grandfath-:-r , the fcreat ; nan, trice to find solace
in thy "/is com of the -h '.: oseyhers. Marco returns to Veni
sublimely unconscious of v.hat has taken piece.
Of ''1-Jaroo lillione" Arthur Hohson "uinn says:
'In this play O'Neill has er.u:-ht rccquate-
ly for symbolical pnrros'S the Spirit of the
j^ast. 1 u^achin and Bftroo are "he rc presentatirea
of the two worlds which fronted each other in the
Thirteenth Century. The patrician princess, her
grandfather, the i.aan, rrd the lesser characters
rerr sent 'he .art, infinitely longer in experience,
distrusting its own beliefs and seeking wisdom
from a younger civilisation, which gives it through
its trading pioneers . erco end his relative, only
materialism. To 0*1*111, the poet, the EMl is a
flower breaking after sleep through the sun baked
soil of e^nturies to ask refreshment from a new
sky of inspiration and in return meeting only a
hailstorm of efficiency and common sense.'' (52)
I saw this play mhtm it Me produced in Boston by
the Theatre Guild. The settings and the costumes v/ere
entrancing. The ^.aa 's ] - . nt for his. little grand
-
d ia hter was touching. I-^ut the acirrss who took the part
of n.ukachin had a voice so high and shrill that it com-
pletely alienateo. the sympathy of the audience. I could
find no data as to the stage success o this play. I
"believe that Boston war not very enthusiastic about it.
"The Great God prown" (Symbolism - written in 1925,
produced in 1926) is the finest of O'Beill's symbolical
(i
plays. It was another eten forward in freeing the artist
froa the "bonds of conventional dramatic writing. Py the
use of masks each of t ho loading obsraeterfi is shown with
tv/o faces, his ov>n which represents what ho really is,
and the mask which represents the istortion of himself
that he presents to the world. There arc four loading
characters: Dion Anthony an artist, Billy Brown a suc-
cessful architect, Margaret Aiithony. 1 ion*?: vi^c whom
Billy has always loved, ana 'Jymhe] a prostitute. Lion
Anthony represents the soul of an artist at war "vith the
materialistic ambitions of the Ireat God Irown who would
sacrifice all iu ;.ali3a to success. The masks hide the
real soux from the gaze of the world. The;T hide friend
froa friend, husband fron wife, and mother froa her
children. Coolfig off and on as they quickly do tlioy
are made Imwtmnflj' eoonoLiical, fof we know instantly
v/hi jh side of the personality is before us. Once only
in the play ar^ the aMicfl cent us ir.r. It is v/hen Brown
puts on th-£ WMSk of the dead ^ion to rerrisent the trans-
fer of ore man ' E personality to another. The wrotoned
a.ion in hi; anguish a^ain and again cynically misquotes
the Holy ./rit - "Blessed aro the meek for they shall
inherit raves" - "Blessed arc the poor in spirit for
they are Mind." There are two moments when the masks
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stir deeply our emotions. One is v/hen the prostitute,
with an understanding heart full of rity and love, hands
Lion his mask to put on like a shelter. The other is
when Margaret holds close to her heart the mask of her
dead husband. This aan she has loved, to him she has
"borne children, tut his real self she has never known.
This play stirs us with strange emotions desrite the
fact that its meaning is not entirely clear. Again the
author draws a half portrait of himself. He is lion
Anthony the artist, who knows and fears the sneers of
the world. A new C'Ueill is also revealed; a man who
draws his inspiration from such vorks as the "Imitation"
of Thomas A'x-empis. The underlying meaning of this play
is that the soul of man is inaccessible and extremely
vulnerable and that he hesitates to unmask, fearing the
taunts of an unsympathetic world.
"This play is bodied forth upon the stage
in as complete and satisfactory a manner as is
humanly possible. If the effect remains more
powerful than clear, more intense than illum-
inating, that is the result of the immediacy
of the material with which the author was deal-
ing. He is himself too clos^ to the passions
with which he is dealing to objectify them
completely, and they master hi-* quite as often
as ho is able to master them. Here, in a word,
are passions as authentic and as burning as any
that ever went into literature but no one could
say that they had been 'recollected in tran-
quility 1 ." (53)
(54)
This play was a great stage success.
(
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Simaary : Luring this second period of develop-
ment O'Neill writes naturalistic, expressionistio
,
and symbolical drama in the full length form. He
experiments in form; he enlarges his dramatic world;
the subjective element in hie work increases; he is
successful in delineating one type of character and
not so fortunate in no rt raying another type; he
shows traces of other dramatists especially of his
master ^trinoberg; and his mind gradually turns away
from mere surface representations in order to pre-
sent the conll lot in man f £ inner soul. If shall dis-
cuss eaoh ol' th^se points.
First: 0'I]6ill is a restless experimenter in
form. In departing from convention the dramatist's
object is not to perform a technical stunt. His pur-
rose is al.-ays to show hi? characters and develop his
situations in the most emphatic manner possible.
''Beyond the Horizon" has only two scenes to an act.
"Different" and "All God's Ohillun Cot ings" have
eaoh only two acts. In ''The Emperor Jones'' the
dramatist brought bao*: the soliloquy and completely
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disregarded act vision. "The Hairy Ape" was a radioal
departure on account of its stylioized dialogue and the
combination of the naturalistic and symbolical. "The
Great God Brown is a tragedy of masks. They serve
to show two personalities in one character. In "Desire
Under the Elms" the stage picture shows both the up-
stairs and the down-stairs at the same time. By this
device two scenes can "be acted simultaneously. ?rom
all these experiments it is evident that O'Neill never
considered form as a rigid, artistic obligation but
as something plastic to be molded by the artist to
suit his particular needs. 0' Weill has been most fortu
nate in his resultE and critics now concede that it U
a good thing for art //hen creative renius break: rules.
oecond: O'lleill enlarges hie dramatic world. His
"dramatis per.r:onae" are no longer creatures exclusively
from the bac^v/ash of life; they now include middle-
olats people like hurray the reporter and a more highly
educated type, like the archaeologist and the artist.
The dramatist also delves deeper into human emotions,
-
into love, hate, lust, greed, cupidity, fear, ambition,
ana Jealousy. At the beginning of this period the
tragedies are terribly bleak. In them the author re-
presents man, the protagonist, in the grip of forces
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greater than himself, v/hether the disruptive for3«
"be inherited fear, race prejudice, avarice, or sex,
the hero suffers a spiritual defeat. But this was not
to in the older tragedies. here the hero went down
in a blaze of glory for his outer defeat often meant
an inner victory. (Antigone, Hamlet) Later in this
period, however, O'Ueill ocuid see some hope for his
h<=ro man. in "both '., elded' and "'The First i.:an" the
dramatist has his hero emerging from fatalism. Curtis
Juyson by freeing himself from the "bond of selfish-
ness, by identifying his life with something outside
himself (his child) finds that after all his life has
not been wrecked. *Ve can oonnect this change in. the
fate of Lis hero with a change in O'lleiil's own for-
tune. As his genius came to be recognized, the author
softened, his own warfare with life grew less bitter,
and he could s ce some other fate for man besides spir-
itual frustration.
Third: The subjective element in O'Neill* s work
increases. Just as in the early sea plays the drama-
tist externalized t^oods, scenes, and impressions that
gripped him during his life before the mast, so now
in his naturalistic and symbolical drama the author
reveals still further his own struggle with life.
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Here the man with the mas.L gradually unmaeics. Robert
^layo the dreamer, Murray the reporter, Yanic voicing
his social rebellion, lion Anthony fearing the sneers
of the world,- all these are half portraits of the
author himself.
fourth: In the delineation of character 0' freill
is more successful in portraying the humble folk. The
author has an ear for the cadence of the vernacular
and, by his masterly use of dialogue, he maiies these
people creatures of flesh and blood. In portraying
the prostitute he endov/s her with Euoh gifts of pity
and understanding that our ov;n sympathy goes out to
her. But O'Eeill seems insensible to the fine psycho-
logies of the educated class, The characters in
"Welded ' h.ve not the 'breath of life'. Gurtis Jays on
is overdrawn. Hie wife Martha is inconsistent. She
longed so ardently for a child that the very joy of
its coming should have given her a desire to live de-
spite her husband's attitude. Moreover, she could
have hoped that time would bring about a change in
him. In 'The Straw" Eileen Oarmody is too saintly,
while Hildreu Douglas in "The Hairy Ape" is only the
shadow of a woman. Outside of prostitutes, who are
drawn with both good and bad qualities, C 1 Weill's
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women seem impossible.
Mfth: Traces of m<my authors are found in 0*1*111
plays, dtrindberg had a marked effect on rHeill*8 teoh
nique and on the o on tent and inclination of his mind.
The following two juotations give Jtrindbcrg's opinion
on conventional dramatic technique:
definite form should control the
dramatist, since motive alone determines
form. reedom of treatment is all -
conditioned only by unity and the sense
of style and conception.'' f 55
)
''In the preface to 'Hiss Julia 1
,
strindberg says: 'I have tried to abolish
lii.i division into actB. Vnd I have done
so because I have come to fear that our de-
creasing aapaolty ;or illusion might be un-
favorably affected by intermissions during
which the spootator iro Bid have time to re-
flect and to get away from the suggestive
influence of the author-hypnotist. jy play
will probably last an hour and a half, and
as it is possible to listen that length of
time, or longer, to a lecture, a sermon,
oy a debate, i have imagined that a theatri-
cal performance could not beoome fatiguing
in the sa.:.e time .Vy hope is still for
a public educated to the point when it can
sit through a whole evening performance in
a single act. Lut that point cannot be
reached .vithout a great deal of experimen-
tation. ' " (56)
It is clear that in departing from ± orm C'Beill is fol-
lowing his master.
(57)
Strindberg was intensely introspective. This
led him to believe that behind every action, every
motive, every impulse, there were trains of action,
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motive and impulse reaching Track to the beginnings of
ti^e . To portray such life the urama mast "become sub-
jective; it must get under the surface. Under the sur-
face is layer after layer of reality. Ibsen dimly sug-
gectc-d this deeper reality by giving to his plays "over-
tones'7 . "Strindberg striked away the veil entirely.
Ee depicts woman as a beast of prey. O'Feill's view of
women is not so warped. But the rr>e31 cast by the Swedish
poet is reflected in "'Before Breakfast , "The :ope" (both
belonging to his early period), "Diff 'rent" , and "Welded".
In all of these plays woman is represented as torturing
man
.
e can trace the influence of Greek drama in "Desire
Under the .,1ms'' and in "The Great God Brown'. In the Irish
idiom of 'The dtraw", "Anna Christie", and "The Hairy A.pe"
is the stronr echo of John Hllllngtan rfynge.
Sixth: In his symbolical drama *the author is writ-
ing not about the ftrag-rle of one individual but about
aspiring humanity. "The Hairy Ape" represents primitive
man in hie struggle upward. The theme of "The Great God
Brown' is the effort of the soul to find an expressive
beauty in life against the frustrations of the world.
The underlying meaning of "The :'ount«in" is that no soul
find what he sets out to seek. But the iuest is worth
(<
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the struggle for he may find something infinitely pre-
Oaous. ana may discover that for which he ifl seeding is
not worth while. his shift Xj symbolical drama can
easily be traced to otrindbcrg. 0'Heill has the fol-
lowing to bay about his master:
'Strindberg still remains among the
most modern of moderns , the greatest Inter-
preter in the theatre of the characteristic
spiritual conflicts whioh constitute the
drama — the blood of our lives toda;?."
"... It is only by m.ane of some form
of ' superneturalism* that we may crprtSc to
the thuatre whit ve comprehend intuitively
of that self- obsess ion which is the parti-
ouiar discount v/e moderns have to pay for the
loan of life. The old 'naturalism' — or
'realism', if ;rou prefer (would to God some
genius were gigantic enough o define clearly
the separatencse of these terms once and for
all!) — no longer arr>iies. It re^rcsi-nts
our fathers' daring aspirations toward self-
recognition by hold in-' th? family *:odak ur
to ill-nature, jiut to us their old audacity
is blague; we have taken too :.t?nr , . nipp.hots
of each other in every graceless position.
He have endured too much from the banality of
Lurfaces.
"
otrindborg xnew and suffered with cur
struggle before many of us were born. Ho ex-
preaoes it by intensifying the ..;ethod of his
time and by foreshadowing both in content and
form the methoas to came. All that is endur-
ing in what we loosely call ' express ionium' —
all that It artistically valid and sound thea-
tre — can be clearly traced back through Tode
kind to strindberg's 'The j,ream Play', 'There
are Grimes and Crimes', 'The Spook Sonata',
etc.' (58)
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yhird Veriod of development .
( IntrccT ' "ctive -Ueligioas Lrari». )
(1927-1339)
Prom what has been paid, it is evicent that O tT"eill
does not plunge suddenly into in: voly ctive and reli-
gious drama. £here has been ft gradual shift in his mind
away irom naturalism through symbolical dre-ma. Here he
aims at the presentation of situations not as situations
but as revelations of the intellects L -nd spiritual
states of the souls of his characters. o'Keill is thus
in line with progress, for the whole trend of contempo-
rary, dramatic art has been in the direction of minify-
ing material action and magnifying emotive, psycholo-
gical, intellectual, and spiritual action. cShaw has
employed a suggestive description of the function of the
new drama "illumination of life".
O'Eeill lives through mentally ever ything he writes.
But no dramatist lives through anything Isolated. /hat
he lives through all Ms countrymen live through with
him. for if this were not so what would establish the
bridge of understanding between the producing and the
receiving mind? Hence a dramatist must deal with peorle
( 60)
of his own world and of hie own time. The present
age is introspective, self-analytical; we perpetually
scrutinize ourselves at arm's length. The populariza-
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tion and diffusion of scientific theories, the widespread
and erer-incre .... t.ig iut crest dis-pi-.yed in philosophy,
rsyaholo/ry, ;:-:.thoIosy t cr iminoio«3r, : ...ychiatry , eugenics;
the spread of hiamanit ::rian ideas, Lrv,euing a spirit of
v.tuicscnoe rnd peace rather than of resistance and war;
increased specialisation and refinement of knowledge,
. esir^; 11. obligation of dispassionate ana self-less
K h - th.ee and similar forces cooperate maeter-
f 61)
fully in giving tone to the era. Ihue in writing in-
trospective ir&ma C'Leill reacts to the spirit of the age.
Tor e^j-turies the critics have teen insisting that
the dramatist cannot „ -press, move than the ''average of
prevailing or in ion of the ideas current in the surrounding
social melius''. He must address: in the theatre not a set
of distinct individual;? tut the collective spirit of the
species. In other words, the drama is 'a function of
( 62)
the crowd 1 . 'J a Is idea is now overthrown, it is not
the ir&A&'S patrons iut the dramatist's practice which
(63)
law to the ur'-aa. The ^odem dramatist is not
an intellectual sloven, merely following the laggard
snail pace of the crowd. He must not only keep in vital
touch ith his age, in order that his meaning and purpose
may "be comprehensible to hie audience, he must he in ad-
vance of his age. — His characters must conform to the
*
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spirit of the age; within them must lie the fer-
tile, bU£-g'-Ltive seeds 01 progress. They suet be dynamic,
evolutional , for .arc-moving, u.'ward-loox.ing, facing the
fuiur^1 . ffhe -reatcst dramas of the contemrorary period
iaay ^uttly be re^ttrded as heralds of a new tine, ffhey
(64)
announce the dawn of a new culture. is it then sur-
prising that G T IJeill ta^t-s for the theme of "Lynamo'' , "the
factual biography of what is happening in a large section
of tec ^ia-rican soul right now'?
Strange interlude' (Introspective jrama - 1^28) won
the luiitiier Irize for 1228. This play ir written in
nine scenes anu takea fivu hours for the performance, it
carries four characters through their chief spiritual
crises during period of twenty-eight yearr. Eere the
author attempts to delve into the rc aim of hidden thought.
The double voj.ee la used. ,aoh actor has two tones,-
one for hit aotaal c ueeeh and one for asides to tell
us how he thinks. Sxtra uepth it ;iv n to a char-
acter when hidden thoughts are visible. Hence the
play is called a three dimensional play. rhe double
voice is more than a return to the aside ano the so-
liloquy. It is an application of the technique of the U"
novel to the stage. or the play is a study in intro-
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speotion. Eina Leeds is a neurotic woman whose life
has teen frustrated by the death of her lover. She
meddles in the lives of three men besides that of her
son. Leceit, anguish, heartbreak, abortion, and child-
birth result from their tangled relationship. "Strange
Interlude" is a play that is entirely spoiled by its
technical devices. Although the soliloquy tells us
something we do not ^nov; , it is not important And
the asides merely repeat what the dialogue has already
made rlain. These devices seem impertinent for char-
acters have to stand waiting v'hile hidden thoughts are
spoken. A significant fact about the play la that
O'Ueill drops this device in one of the tense cenes
in the play. There is an interview between ITina Leeds
and her husband's mother. These two women have no reason
to be fraiLi v/ith each other. In fact Uina has every
reason to be suspicious for the older woman is advising
her to commit abortion, to conceive a child by a healthy
father, to pass off this child as belonging to her hus-
band. Yet O'Heill gives us this scene with hardjy a
break in the continuous questions and replies between
these two. If the author does not need this device in
intensely dramatic moments he can dispense with it al-
together.
c
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Inasmuch as there was rreat diversity of opinion
among the critics regarding this play, I shall give
excerpts from some of their criticisms. The following
are from the *£Sfffl5t4Sf LIGEST'' of February 7, 1928:
"Some see it only as a reactionary use
of the old-fashioned aside or soliloqny; hat
others Bee deeper into his pur-rose of giving
the Freudian psychology an exposition on the
stage. /hat seems certain is that realistic
dra-aa has received
j
body blow . ( Editor}
"For such an excursion into the invis-
ible internals of his charaoters the author
has undertaken a tasi: calling for a good
deal more imagination and even understanding
of his own I rain children than he seems able
to bring to it." (Alexander /oolcott of nTHI
W03LL". )
''By comparison all other American r>lays
seem flat and two dimensional. This rlay con*
tains strange, devious intuitions that tap the
hidden currents of life, v/e have always con-
sidered the province of a novel and a play to
be quite distinct. But here is a play which
is something of both at once. 'Strange Inter-
lude" has tht t pace and depth
,
the rause and
vast convolut ions of a novel
,
and also the
shock and
in the
surprise , the mystery , the physical i
reality of a play.'' (Hoberx I.ittell"
H2V IIlfcTOST^-
The following is from the "SATITHDAT .1 VIEW 0?
JT^tATU.-^E", llarch 3, 1928:
"....One begins to long after a while
for the highly charged line that in the great
dramatists said so much and yet left so much
to the imagination. The drama has a ost its
sinewy leanest which in the past has made the
best jud e8 prefer it to fiction. It has lost
too its sense of rigorous form imposed by re-
strictions, some of which are now thrown over-
r
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"board, The great novelists have seldom "been
wilxing to reduce their novels to class io
proportions. O'Neill is as incapable of re-
sisting temptation as the novelists he fol-
lows. This drama ends shortly after the
dinner intermission, which breaks the length
of the play. Then the heroine gathers all
her men about her, each representing a func-
tion of her need, and all are content. High
tragedy here has been resolved into high
comedy ana. can go no farther. An equilibrium
has been reached. But the play goes on. Hr.
O'Heill has more story if not more drama, he
has half a life time for his characters ahead,
and like the novelists he ean and will tell
more; his unexpended years and his new method
of double speaking alike tempt him onward.
His drama is ended - but he talks on. The
play has caught up with the novel. Soon we
may expect the autobiographical drama to fol-
low the autobiographical novel, staged as a
moving picture series of incidents and drama-
tized by the nersonality of a sinrle actor.
After 'Strange Interlude* much may be pos-
sible.
Concerning this play the dramatic critic, Gen
de Casaeres, says:
"'Strange interlude* is one of the most
powerful and fascinating plays of the century,
and one of the most daring and original. Nina
Leeds with 'my three men'
,
superb words in the
situation of the drama - is the typical modern
woman, matriarchal, sissifier, devourer of
talent, and venemous-hcarted vampire.
three men' -• She is completing the. sissifi-
eation of vharles, the degradation of Ned and
the idiocy of cam. Hone of these .aen have an
ounce of courage before this woman. There
isn't a master man in the play. C'lTe ill's
'otrange Interlude' makes a rreat apreei to
the women. L'ina \eeds is *foman Triumphant,
very woman leaves the play with a glow in
her h^art. The men look at one another and
say, 'look where we're at.' '''
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'cSt range Interlude" is a good example of /hat is
called the drama of pure culmination. Aristotle said
that the drama must have a !•eginning, a middle, and an
end. The tendency of the modern drama if to have no
beginning, and no middle, and to fcegir /here the earlier
drama left off. It is a drama of pure culmination: the
unrolling of the scroll of ultimate human character.
i:or in a certain sense can it 1 c said to have any end;
for the curtain often falls r/ithout finality. ;/e are
left with a haunting sense of the continuity and end-
fee)
lessness of human life.
.Mr. .totert Pittell has proposed to the Theatre
Guild a production of ^Strange Interlude" with all the
new devices omitted. Hie interest is in proving that
ty the change the rlay will gain in dramatic rower, in
(67)
capacity to elevate the audience, in sustained interest.
In connection with this rlay the following item is
of interest:
"For allegedly stealing the plot of her
novel, 'The fceaple of Pallas Athenae', Mies
George Lewys of Hew York has filed suit for
$1,250 ,000.00 n^-ainst Eugene O'Neill, one of
America's foremost playwrights, who she claims
used the plot in his Pulitzer Prize winning
•Strange interlude'. (The BOSTON-TPAVIXE^,
May 28 , 1929.
)
r
The first distinctly religious. drUB ii "Lazarus
Laughed^ (Poetic Symbolism - 1928). Here there is
less emphasis uron the struggle of man. There is more
emphasis laid on the peace which aamea to .-inn as a
merciful and bountiful gift through death. The play
dramatizes the- life of Lazarus after he returned from
t] e grave. He attempts to bring men tack to the joy
of 1 iughter by banishing the fear of death. like a
leit motif running through the play are the words,
'Ther« is no death". Lazarus carries the spirit of Jhrist
to a world not yet ready for it and one of the best touch-
es in the play la the way in which Lazarus recognizes how
soon the human race forgets the lofty moments of its spir-
it ur.j exaltation under tht -ores cure of fear and self ish-
(68)
nees. This play is really an exposition of a philos-
ophy of life and death. O'Beill sets forth his belief
that there is a heaven f r .oh one of ue here on earth.
Truly the bitterness has eaten itf way out of O'Keill'e
heart since the early days when he was a pronounced
social rebel!
The technique of the play is highly original. The
masKE and the chorus are borrowed from Greek drama. But
it is in the use of crowds that the author shows his in-
ventiveness. Crowds have, often been used in drama to
f
emphasize passion tat 0* lie ill is the first to use them
to externalize the peace of tfee soul. This play was set
to music and given a apitft n1 trnt outdoor performance in
California. Over twelve thousand wero in the oast. The
effect '.fas that of a solemn religious ceremony.
"Jynumo" (lleligious Draa» - 1929) has not yet teen
released oy the publishers, "but it has "been acted in TTew
Yore. Sity. I^om the critical opinions of the play given
in the Hew York s^nd Boston papers we learn the following:
"Dynamo' ie the firet of a trilogy. The names of the
other tv/c plays will be "Without Ending of Days" and ''It
Cannot Le Had". "Dynamo" ie the story of ?.eufcen Light,
a oior&aan's son who becomes an ft&bellever through the
influenje of the atheistic father of his" sweetheart. He
accents a position in a li^ht and power house. His prim-
itive, religious instincts lead him away from atheism
and urge hie. to worship as a £od ihs humming, purring
i/ynamo. His muddled "brain informs him that his god re-
quires him to take the vows of chastity, poverty, and
obedience. He violates his vow of chastity then shoots
his sweetheart and immolates himself by throwing his
arms around the head of the machine. His dyins- prayer
is:
4
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'0, lynamo, God of lectricity v/hioh
gives light to all things , hear my prayer!
Heeeive me into the Great Jurrent of your
I.ternal life! Bless me vith your secret
so I can save men from sin and sorrow and
death! Grant me the miracle of your loreJ*
The technique of this, play shows no startling in-
novation. Asides arc used less frequently than in
"Strange Int.rlude" and their par peed is to advance
the plot not to reveal the .minds cf the JharUetor*.
The same stage device used in "Desire Under the :lias"
is repeated here. The front walls of the two adjoin-
in - cottages are removed and wo ree the upstairs and
downstairs of eaoh. The story is taken ut> first by
one character and then "by another. 7hos<? characters
not included inthu. cction of the moment remain silent
and motionless. This device dodges the difficulty of
(69)
getting characters on and off the stage.
"he underlying meaning of the play is th^i science
and mat I rialism have failed to supply a satisfying, new
god to take the place of the eld God which science has
dest royed. The author himself says that "Dynamo" is
:
TA symbolical and factual biography of
what is happening in a large section of the
American (and not only ,'imerican) soul right
now. It is really the first play of a tril-
ogy that will dig at the roots of the sick-
ness of today as I feel it — the death of an
old God and the failure of science and materi-
alism to give any satisfying new one for the
i
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surviving primitive religious instinct to
find a meaning for life in, and to comfort
its faftxfl of death #ith. It seems to me
that anyone trying to do big r-'ork nowadays
must Lave this "big subject behind all the
little subjects of his plays or novels, or
he ie simply scribbling around on the sur-
face of things and has no more real status
than a parlor entertainer " (70)
Clark says:
""There is an ominous note in all this:
O'SfojUI It certainly worry irr too much about
God and his own soul. I believe he is doing
too much of his own private thinking aloud,
playing an autobiographical 'strange Inter-
lude 1 with long a&ldee thatoufdit to "be ruth-
lessly cut. Perhars 111 hasn't the patience
to let his philosophy of llfi mature, "bnt
must out ./ith it incontinently? If so, then
ha need3 Iht moot rigid sort of self-disci-
r-iine." (71)
In pronouncing this opinion Jlar* is in accord
with the majority of the critics.
This opens up the old subject of art for art's
sa^e. borne critics aintnin that a new era has ueh
ered in a conception of art for life's sajce. ine
art has long been recognised as one of the most po-
tent instrumentalities known for the inculcation of
moral principles. The force of example, the illus-
tration of personal conduct in actual or imagined
life is rightly believed to be unparalleled in its
influence upon the life of man. "ine art is selec-
tion; the dramatist carefully chooses from out the
t
welter and chaos of actual or imagined incidents those
particular irioidentL which establish a chain of intellec-
tual, social, or moral causation. The drama, as the most
objective of aiu. arti - :>ince it is at once the in isrol-
uble union and coalss conce ox" all the arts - exerts an
influent in moral propaganda that has n^vor been calcu-
lated, for thi \-ery reason that it j.s incalculable. The
modern social dramatist, vho is both true to the princi-
ples of his art and instinct with defmitw moral purpose,
becomes the interpreter of life - the guardian of life's
holy mysteries, the ororhet of life's vaster hopes and*
(ft)
possibilities. This does not mean tnat the dramatist
must write thesis plays. The true artist does not create
a drama for the mere object of expounding a given thesis.
Lior does he permit his general idea to drain his ;haracters
of naturaln- tfc ad verisimilitude. The real artist por-
trays life and does not expound it. 'I'he thesis dramatist
on the other hand wishes to 'prove something
;
and, in
consequence, he uexterousiy .narshalis his figures and his
incidents for that purpose and that purpose alone. This
procedure i8 alien to tho //hole spirit of imaginative art,
and r:la?,es the art of the drama on a plan*, with the science
(73)
of mete actios
.

S ummary : Luring this third period of development
O'Neill continues his experiments in form. He conquers
a new province for the theatre, for he ruts a psycholo-
gical novel on the stage. His mind is now cast in a more
poetical and philosophical mood and he enters the realn of
religious drama. Though I could not find an. underlying
meaning in 'Strange Interlude'' it is evident from both
"Lazarus laughed" and "Dynamo" that the author thinks he
has a message for mankind. Because of this, last rlay some
(74)
oritios "believe that O'Ueill is lost to us as an artist.
Others maintain that his powers as a playwright are unim-
(75)
paired.
OOKOLUSIOH .
In my summaries I have outlined in detail 1 Tie ill's
development in depth and inventiveness, ,/e cannot say
he possesses range, for he has produced no literature
outside of the drama. However, within this field he has
portrayed all the human pasrions and presented new tyres
of character. Although he has never written a drama in
verse, he has frequently turst the "bonds of prose and
written on a high, poetic level. There is a raystical
element in his work ( "The Great God Brown", "Lazarus
Laughed", and "The Fountain") which can "be felt rather
than analyzed. It suggests a Force "behind life. There
if
if no eviuenoe oi th^ parochial in C'Heill's r»ork; on
the contrary he always touches t:..c universal note. It
it this element in his .work th~t QBJ given hia recogni-
tion abroad. His plays have been produced in England,
i'rance, Germany, and the Scandinavian countries, Czech-
oslovakia ana j.n Japan. £o American dramatist has "been
more discussed or moi*e closely watched. None cf his
contemporaries have created the interest he has. The
bare announcement of a new O'Eeill play is a .natter of
gremt moment in the dramatic world. At the age of forty-
one O'Heili has 1 ehind hia a splendid achievement and has
planned definite work for the future. There seems no
limit to hie ambition; it will doubtlesr drive him on to
further fame and fortune.
O'Heili's art is progressive in itself and is part
of our dramatic history. At the beginning of the century
•Yilliam Vaughn Joody lei the American dramatists who were
concerned with the problem of the individual^ right to
self-expression. ::ugene 0* He ill marks the next step for-
ward. The individual no longer rebels against God or
fate for the right to express himself. Ke demands some-
thing more. The Great _vc force as part of its responsi-
bility for the creation of the individual must express
him. O'Ueill thus indicates the essential dignity of his
\
i.i.-i. .lie—Voir hxs cliaractcrs may attempt, euccess or
(76)
failure means litule, but the struggle is worth while,
ijack of the human lives he treats he sees a Force, eo in-
finitely greater thai) -ny character, that man cannot esti-
mate it, hut ci.n only feel, dimly or ecstatically the
(77)
power ho can hut vaguely interpret.
From the foregoing analysis I have proved that
g»g—a O'lfcill hns grown in depth I n& inventiveness
and that he has a ri^ht to the title of America's lead-
ing dramatist.
<
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